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what is dye-sublimation

The advantages of dye-sublimation printing cannot be overstated and if you’re new to this technology then 
here’s what you should know. Compared to traditional wide-format inkjet printing this modern technology 
means you can create vivid, long-life and colour-fast displays and signage relatively quickly and cost effectively.

The process by which dye-sublimation is applied means you get high definition results while maintaining fabric 
integrity. You can achieve continuous tone and near-photographic images that become part of the material 
itself, resulting in a flawless and smooth surface.

Your graphics are safe because they are permanently embedded through the dye-sublimation process 
regardless of the fabric you choose.

Fabrics can include poly-poplin, satin, outdoor flag cloth, poly-knit, taffeta, sheer, chiffon, poly-silk, dacron, 
gaming suede, poly-dick, spun-poly, mesh and more recently, carpet.

There is no creasing or cracking to the graphics when folding your fabric. They are washable without risk and 
won’t curl at the edges. Moreover, they are free from any glare as they have a smooth and non-glossy finish 
making them perfect for both indoor and outdoor applications or in highly lit areas.

The dye-sublimation printing method can be applied to outdoor flags, exhibition graphics and portable displays.
And when applied to tension fabric exhibition systems your visual impact and ability to attract customers to 
your display is far superior to that of traditional printing methods. 

The best part, however, is the eco-friendly nature of this process. It uses water-based dyes, which means that 
no Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC’s) are produced like you would get from solvent-based inks and so there 
are no nasty vapours escaping into the atmosphere.

In addition, there is no waste making its way into our waterways as there is no water used in the printing 
process thus also saving water under dye-sublimation printing. And with no water in the process, prints are 
dry and ready to use as soon as they exit the printer in contrast to the energy-soaking heaters that traditional 
printing methods use to dry materials.

From a technical standpoint, the sublimation process is not complex to set up or administer thereby allowing 
the convenience and advantage of mass production. From a scientific standpoint, the sublimation process uses 
heat and pressure to convert solid particles into a gaseous state without first forming a liquid.

These gas particles are embedded within your fabric when they return to a solid. The high temperature used in 
the process opens the pores of your fabric through which the dye moves in and the particles bond together.

Once cooled, the pores of the fabric close, the particles settle and they don’t move or wash away. 
This physical reaction is named sublimation and when applied to the printing process is the technology of 
dye-sublimation printing.
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who we are

In a nutshell we are a progressive, hardworking and focused organisation that 
strives to build strong, effective and rewarding partnerships with our clients. 
Our focus remains squarely on them, we are proudly a trade only organisation 
that delivers a level of service that sets us apart. Our localised offering means 
we are timely, relevant and contributing to our community with jobs and strong 
working relationships with our suppliers.  Our people set us about and the 
passion they bring to work daily is what our reputation is built on. 

our people

“At the centre of great companies are great people, passionate about 
what they do”

Textiles Alive is full of smart, driven people who truly care about getting the job 
done right and the delivering the best service to our clients. Our people pride 
themselves on becoming a valuable extension of our clients’ teams. And as 
a result, our people are a primary reason our clients would recommend our 
offer to others.

There are over 20 of us at Textiles Alive that bring 90 years’ experience and 
industry knowledge to work each morning and then deliver creativity and 
innovation, precision and passion to Textiles Alive products and clients each day.  
We have pragmatic drive for action that starts Monday morning 8am and doesn’t 
let up. We rally clients with our infectious energy and we balance challenging 
and co-creating with our clients with helping them develop internal capabilities to 
ensure they can create repeatable results. 

Our “one team” attitude ensures that everyone contributes and nobody takes 
themselves to seriously. Our collaborative working style emphasizes teamwork, 
trust, and tolerance for diverging opinions. People tell us we are down-to-earth, 
approachable and fun and we think that’s pretty awesome. 

We firmly believe that it is people that make the difference that’s why we work 
hard to provide a working environment we all can enjoy and can thrive in. 
Everyone is encouraged to ask questions, challenge conventional thinking, use 
their initiative and build relationships.  We are united in our desire to succeed 
and make a difference and have shared pride in our outputs that ensures we all 
execute well and deliver to the highest standard. 
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Our commitment to you is a continued ‘trade only’ client model, meaning that unless you are one of our 
accredited clients you cannot buy direct. We believe the benefit of this is strong partnership based interactions 
that protect and enhance our relationship with you and in turn your relationships with your clients.  

We have made a long-term commitment to our clients that our industry positioning is trade only, and we 
continue to honour and maintain that dedicated stance. But, we do welcome new clients and urge you to 
consider joining our movement of preferred partners. 

By registering as a preferred partner, you can be sure that you will receive the best prices, the best service and 
continued support across our business. Our products are industry leading, our reputation sound and our prices 
sharp meaning that you can benefit from good profit margins and remain competitive. 

You can be sure that our quest for innovative new products, the best and most efficient machinery and better 
ways for working is endless. We have a culture of continual evolution and you can be confident that you and 
your clients will be exposed to all that it produces. 

We are happy to supply marketing collateral, imagery and display product for your use should you like 
to include these in product portfolios, presentations or in your “products” section of your website. We 
welcome opportunities for cobranding and are happy to offer our expertise and advice for pitches and sales 
documentation. Work with us to better understand your client base and their needs so we can recommend 
products that will appeal and add value. 

We are often contacted directly by consumers wanting to purchase direct. Our preferred partners benefit from 
these queries as once these are identified as “non-trade”, we pair them up with a partner who is geographically 
and specialization aligned and can facilitate the sale and delivery of our product. 

To become an accredited client, just get in touch and we can set you up in an hour. 

trade only

AS THE PRINCIPAL AND MOST 
PROFICIENT FABRIC PRINTER IN 
NEW ZEALAND OUR COMMITMENT TO 
THE TRADE IS UNPARALLELED AND 
THUS ONLY SELL THROUGH OUR 
AUTHORISED RESELLER NETWORK.

SERVICING 
TRADE 
ONLY
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nz made

We prefer to produce our own products in-house to minimise carbon footprint, ensure materials are recycled 
where possible and that the manufacturing process is sustainably focused. But we also know that by being 
New Zealand made we can offer a service that our competitors simply can’t. 

At Textiles Alive we pride ourselves on our overnight proofing policy and our five-day lead time for many of 
our products. By keeping our manufacturing local we can deliver the best service, that is timely, personal and 
precise. It also means less room for error and a turnaround time international suppliers just can’t compete with. 

Where ever possible we also use local suppliers and partners to ensure our New Zealand made ethos 
permeates everything we do. It also means that we support other local businesses and pay it forward – just like 
many of you do.  

We are a member of the NZ MADE organisation, showing our staunch support of our local manufacturing 
prowess and contribution to our economy. We are proud of our fair and diligent work ethic and our self-
imposed high production standards. 

Our products are proudly New Zealand made in our factory in the Bay of Plenty. By owning our manufacturing 
processes, we can ensure we deliver to shorter lead-times, offer overnight proofing, control the process and 
guarantee the outputs and quality. We also continue to provide jobs for New Zealanders and support the 
development of our local community. 

We believe that technology is like rust, it never sleeps. It can often feel like you just master one machine and 
there is already a newer version on the market. Balancing the “newest and shiniest” with actual needs is 
important – it’s hard not to get distracted! 

But we’ve made a commitment to maintain our place in industry leadership and that means efficiency coupled 
with evolution. Technology and new machinery is a key contributor to this. 

In the last year alone we have invested over $1 million to upgrade our printing, cutting and pressing machinery 
and in turn our processes and outputs. This significant investment has helped future-proof our business and 
ensure we have unmatched capacity, while maintaining the ability to deliver the bespoke or one-offs. 

To house the new machinery we’ve increased the capacity of our factory. Our new facility covers over 17,000 
square feet housing more than 25 pieces of capital equipment to deliver fabric imaging and finishing.

We continue our commitment to research and development and believe that the capacity, power and brilliance 
of our machines is still relatively untapped. 





print on fabric
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Textiles Alive operates the largest fabric imaging plant in New Zealand. The custom-built facility 
spans more than 17,000 square feet  and houses some of the largest and most advanced 
dye-sublimation fabric printing machines (source from Europe) in Australasia. 

In the last 12 months, we’ve invested well over $1million in our machinery and now proudly 
house some of the most modern and capable dye-sublimation textile print machinery available 
world-wide. These machines have been chosen for their award-winning quality and reliability and 
of course their outputs.

The multiple state-of-the-art large format dye-sublimation printing production machines we own 
have a collective capacity to print 984sqm an hour in house. This equipment not only provides 
increased efficiency and volume, but also ensures that when it comes to image reproduction 
quality, there is no competition.

Our machines are aqueous-based and produce exceptional image reproduction through the 
dye-sublimation print process, dramatic four colour printing, deep colour saturation and wide 
colour gamut. They have ultra-high resolution, up to 2,400 dpi and four level greyscale printing 
with 4pL to 18pL drop sizes. Many of these machines are at 3200mm and 3400mm wide, 
meaning we are able to produce most available fabrics at 3200mm wide with no seam.

At Textiles Alive our sole focus is dye-sublimation printing, which we believe to be far superior to 
any other printing format utilised for mainstream fabric imaging today. Dye-Sublimation printing 
delivers high definition results while maintaining fabric integrity – the perfect mix of both art 
and science.  

We begin the process by first printing on paper which is then pressed onto fabric by applying 
heat and pressure. Then the science kicks in, converting the ink to gas while the pores of the 
fabric open, allowing the fabric to absorb the ink. As the temperature drops these pores close, 
the ink then converts to a solid and the print is sealed into the fabric. Perfecting this process is 
an art, and one we think we’ve mastered. 

In addition, our dye-sublimation machinery allows fabric to retain the drape and soft touch 
customers prefer. We can produce graphics that can be washed and dried without wrinkling, 
folded without leaving marks and then reused. The colour vibrancy is unmatched, with deeper 
and richer colour courtesy of our machines superior colour gamut. 

SQUARE 
METERS

printing
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pressing

SQUARE 
METERS

Textiles Alive operates the largest fabric imaging plant in New Zealand. The custom-built facility 
spans more than 17,000 square feet  and houses some of the largest dye-sublimation fabric 
printing and pressing machines in Australasia. 

In the last 12 months, we’ve invested well over $1million in our machinery and now proudly 
house some of the most modern and capable textile print and press machinery available world-
wide. These machines have been chosen for their award-winning quality and reliability and of 
course their outputs.

The state-of-the-art pressing machines (source from Europe) have been designed specifically for 
pressing of high-end fabrics used in the fashion industry, internal furnishing and display fabrics. 
The uniformity of the end result and impressive colour reproduction is due to the exclusive 
method of heating the cylinders, with a patented design, that allows close and constant 
temperature control. This guarantees excellent print quality in terms of both uniformity and 
penetration of inks. The wide range of operating temperatures obtainable within the cylinders 
means that production can be altered to account for a wide range of substrates to ensure these 
are easily processed. 

Our extensive experience in pressing means we are able to offer you sound advice and 
solutions based on your fabrics, whether they are woven, mono or bi-stretch fabrics, etc. 
We work best in collaboration so feel free to get in touch to discuss your options to achieve your 
desired outcome. 
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Textiles Alive operates the largest fabric imaging plant in New Zealand. The custom-built facility 
spans more than 17,000 square feet  and houses some of the largest dye-sublimation fabric 
printing and pressing machines in Australasia. 

In the last 12 months, we’ve invested well over $1million in our machinery and now proudly 
house some of the most modern and capable textile print and cutting machinery available world-
wide. These machines have been chosen for their award-winning quality and reliability and of 
course their outputs.

With multiple state-of-the-art grand format dye-sublimation cutting production machines (source 
from Europe) we have the capacity to cut 562 lineal metres per hour in house. The machine 
allows an optimum use of printed fabrics due to a specially developed scanning system that 
scans the entire bed within 3 seconds before starting the cutting process. The feeder system 
advances the fabric, keeps it flat and eliminates waves on the surface. By limiting the operator’s 
involvement we can warrant an accurate cut every time. The machine will also compensate 
automatically for shrinkage and distortion eliminating the need for manual measurements. 
Fabrics will be accurately cut on-size with sealed edges ensuring that there is no fraying as well 
as cut the contour of the image.

The machine boasts the largest automatic cutting bed in New Zealand and is able to handle 
fabric rolls up to 3200mm wide. The bed is in excess of 25sqm and features a series of 
automated feeding controls to ensure maximum efficiency. The controlled laser-cutting solution 
is recognised as the most advanced method of cutting textiles and incredibly the cutting point 
never touches the fabric. The overhead projection controlled remotely when required ensures the 
most accurate cut possible. We have no limitation on fabrics meaning we are able to process 
whatever you throw at us.



Textiles Alive operates the largest fabric imaging plant in New Zealand. The custom-built facility 
spans more than 17,000 square feet  and houses some of the largest dye-sublimation fabric 
printing and pressing machines in Australasia. 

In the last 12 months, we’ve invested well over $1million in our machinery and now proudly 
house some of the most modern and capable textile print and cutting machinery available world-
wide. These machines have been chosen for their award-winning quality and reliability and of 
course their outputs.

We have the largest finishing team in the country running our state-of-the-art finishing equipment 
(source from Europe). We boast a suite of finishing machines, including fully automated sewing 
machines through to more manual specialised equipment, to allow us to service our client’s 
needs in the dye-sublimated graphic production. This choice allows us to ensure the highest 
quality and flexible solutions when finishing and manipulating the dye-sublimated textile imagery.  

Across our finishing team and machinery we are able to collectively sew 818 lineal meters per 
hour in house. The skillset within the finishing team has been built up around our customer’s 
requirements and ranges from standard product with astronomical quantities through to small 
run bespoke items that are manufactured under contract.  

We use our machines to ensure that we achieve consistency within our finishing and to achieve 
undeviating high-quality flat seams, curved seams and correct positioning. This reduces 
production time so our finishing team can spend more time on working on collaborated bespoke 
projects where more smarts are needed.

sewing
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outdoor display



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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cosmic teardrop flags

1 year 
warranty

hardware 2200mm 3200mm 4600mm

flag height 2000mm 2800mm 3600mm

flag width 900mm 1100mm 1300mm

fabric TA065 TA099

packaging 50mm 150mm 1550mm (2200mm)

weight 2kgs (2200mm)



hardware 2500mm 3900mm 5200mm

flag height 2200mm 3300mm 4000mm

flag width 700mm 710mm 900mm

fabric TA099 TA700

packaging 50mm 150mm 1550mm (2500mm)

weight 2kgs (2500mm)

note
5200mm high option only available as 
single-sided

cut options

concaveconvexstraight angled

auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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1 year 
warranty

windblade feather flags



concaveconvexstraight angled

auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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phoenix flags

1 year 
warranty

hardware 3100mm 4500mm

flag height 1800mm 2450mm 3400mm

flag width 600mm 900mm 900mm

fabric TA099 TA700

packaging 50mm 150mm 1550mm (3100mm)

weight 2kgs (3100mm)

cut options

custom



1 year 
warranty

hardware 2900mm 4300mm

flag height 1800mm 2450mm 3400mm

flag width 600mm 900mm 900mm

fabric TA099 TA700

packaging 50mm 150mm 1550mm (2900mm)

weight 2kgs (2900mm)

cut options

custom

concaveconvexstraight angled

auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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zone flags



hardware telescopic (3000mm)

height 1800mm 2400mm

width 600mm 900mm

fabric TA065 TA099 TA700

packaging 100mm 150mm 1350mm

weight 2.4kgs

auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

20

1 year 
warranty

swing arm flags



convexstraight angled

auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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street flags

height 1350mm 1800mm 2700mm custom

width 880mm 900mm 880mm custom

fabric TA700

packaging order specific

weight order specific

cut options

custom

interchangeable 
graphics



convexstraight angled

auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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flagtrax street flags

height 1750mm 2650mm

width 950mm 950mm

fabric TA700

packaging order specific

weight order specific

cut options

custom

interchangeable 
graphics



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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corporate flags

height 900mm 1350mm 1750mm custom

width 1800mm 2700mm 3500mm custom

fabric TA700

packaging order specific

weight order specific

custom

interchangeable 
graphics



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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national flags

height 900mm 1350mm

width 1800mm 2700mm

fabric TA700

packaging order specific

weight order specific

custom

interchangeable 
graphics



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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stock flags

hardware 2500mm 3900mm

flag height 2200mm 3300mm

flag width 700mm 710mm

fabric TA700

packaging 50mm 150mm 1550mm (2500mm)

weight 2kgs (2500mm)

interchangeable 
graphics

single / 
double sided

1 year 
warranty



hardware telescopic (5000mm)

height 3500mm

width 1000mm

fabric TA065 TA099 TA700

packaging 130mm 130mm 165mm

420mm 430mm 810mm

weight 16kgs

auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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custominterchangeable 
graphics

single / 
double sided

1 year 
warranty

giant flags



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

27

back-pack flags

hardware telescopic

flag height 800mm 1200mm

flag width 400mm

fabric TA065 TA099 TA700

packaging 325mm 555mm 640mm

weight 2kgs

interchangeable 
graphics

single / 
double sided

1 year 
warranty



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

28

car flags

hardware 450mm

flag height 300mm

flag width 450mm

fabric TA700

packaging order specific

weight order specific

EVERYTHING
FABRIC



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

29

hand waver flags

hardware 400mm

flag height 200mm

flag width 300mm

fabric TA700

packaging order specific

weight order specific

EVERYTHING
FABRIC



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
30

customquick setupportable

30kg stackable water base

width 450mm

height 450mm

depth 300mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 300mm 450mm 450mm

weight 30kgs (5kgs)

optional branding1 year 
warranty



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
31

quick setupportable

20kg base plate

width 500mm

height 10mm

depth 500mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 15mm 500mm 500mm

weight 20kgs

note supplied as double layer plate1 year 
warranty

custom



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
32

15kg stackable water base

width 450mm

height 450mm

depth 150mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 150mm 450mm 450mm

weight 2.5kgs

optional branding

customquick setupportable

1 year 
warranty



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
33

quick setupportable

10kg base plate

width 500mm

height 5mm

depth 500mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 10mm 500mm 500mm

weight 10kgs

1 year 
warranty

custom



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
34

quick setupportable

5kg cross base

width 500mm

height 5mm

depth 500mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 5mm 500mm 500mm

weight 10kgs

1 year 
warranty

custom



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
35

quick setupportable

ground stake

diameter 14.3mm

height 560mm

width 77mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 16mm 77mm 560mm

weight 0.8kgs

1 year 
warranty

custom



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
36

quick setupportable

angled wall mount

width 50mm 

height 235mm

depth 65mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 70mm 70mm 250mm

weight 0.5kgs

1 year 
warranty

custom
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
37

quick setupportable

vertical wall mount

width 50mm 

height 235mm

depth 65mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 70mm 70mm 250mm

weight 0.5kgs

1 year 
warranty

custom
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
38

quick setupportable

tow bar mount

width 60mm

height 205mm

depth 120mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 80mm 80mm 240mm

weight 0.95kgs

1 year 
warranty

custom
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christchurch   03 377 8116
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE
39

quick setupportable

u-base

width 404mm

height 40mm

depth 497mm

spiggot 14.3mm

packaging 60mm 420mm 520mm

weight 1.3kgs

1 year 
warranty

custom



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

40

street flag hardware

hardware 950mm 650mm

flag height custom

flag width custom

fabric n/a

packaging 80mm 80mm 1070mm (pair)

weight 2.5kgs (pair)

interchangeable 
graphics

1 year 
warranty

custom
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

41

interchangeable 
graphics

custom

height 830mm 1800mm 3045mm custom

width custom

fabric TA717

packaging order specific

weight order specific

promotional event fence wrap
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

42

length 10000mm

flag height 220mm

flag width 140mm

flag/length 40

fabric TA700

packaging order specific

weight order specific

bunting

EVERYTHING
FABRIC
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

43

event gazebo’s

features & benefits product specifications

width 3000mm 6000mm

depth 3000mm

height 3500mm 3500mm

fabric TA648

packaging 1600mm 250mm 250mm (3000mm)

1600mm 250mm 450mm (6000mm)

weight 27kgs (3000mm)

43kgs (6000mm)

1 year 
warranty

EVERYTHING
FABRIC



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

44

interchangeable 
graphics

branded inflatable chair

features & benefits product specifications

width 740mm

depth 880mm

height 750mm

fabric TA123

packaging 140mm 290mm 340mm

weight 3.5kgs



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

45

interchangeable 
graphics

branded inflatable ottoman

features & benefits product specifications

diameter 710mm

height 410mm

fabric TA123

packaging 70mm 290mm 340mm

weight 2kgs



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

46

interchangeable 
graphics

branded inflatable couch

width 1500mm

depth 900mm

height 750mm

fabric TA123

packaging 200mm 260mm 470mm

weight 5.5kgs

features & benefits product specifications



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

47

width 3000mm 6000mm

depth 3000mm 6000mm

height 2400mm 3900mm

fabric TA649

packaging 470mm 470mm 550mm (3000mm)

610mm 650mm 750mm (6000mm)

weight 35kgs (3000mm)

60kgs (6000mm)

inflatable event dome

EVERYTHING
FABRIC
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

48

interchangeable 
graphics

outdoor event billboard

width 1800mm 2400mm

height 2100mm telescopic

graphic width 1800mm 2400mm

graphic height 1400mm

fabric TA700 TA717

packaging 150mm 1350mm 150mm

weight 4kgs

note can be fitted with any of the flag base options

1 year 
warranty
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

49

width 2000mm

height 900mm

fabric TA700 TA123

packaging 145mm 150mm 1900mm

260mm 270mm 410mm

weight 10kgs

note TA700 - single-sided / TA123 - double-sided

event/breeze barriers
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

tool free

50

width 1960mm

height 900mm

fabric TA700

packaging 60mm 950mm 950mm

weight 3.5kgs

frameless pop-up a-frame
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christchurch   03 377 8116
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

51

width 2000mm

height 670mm

depth 600mm

fabric TA700 TA717

packaging 200mm 200mm 1950mm

weight 4kgs

framed pop-up a-frame
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christchurch   03 377 8116
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

52

width 500mm

height 500mm

depth 500mm

fabric TA648

packaging 300mm 250mm 60mm

weight 2kgs

fill 170ltr (approx)

bean bag cube

EVERYTHING
FABRIC
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

53

width 600mm

height 400mm

depth 600mm

fabric TA648

packaging 300mm 250mm 60mm

weight 2kgs

fill 150ltr (approx)

bean bag squab

EVERYTHING
FABRIC
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

54

width 1450mm

height 300mm

depth 1450mm

fabric TA648

packaging 300mm 250mm 60mm

weight 2kgs

fill 400ltr (approx)

bean bag pillow

EVERYTHING
FABRIC
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christchurch   03 377 8116
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

55

width 670mm

height 770mm

depth 770mm

fabric TA648

packaging 450mm 400mm 70mm

weight 2kgs

fill 400ltr (approx)

bean bag chair

EVERYTHING
FABRIC
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christchurch   03 377 8116
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

custom

tool free

56

width 650mm

height 1160mm

depth 650mm

fabric TA648

packaging 400mm 400mm 70mm

weight 2kgs

fill 300ltr (approx)

bean bag original

EVERYTHING
FABRIC
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

57

custom

width 2700mm

height 2550mm

depth 2700mm

fabric TA648

packaging 150mm 150mm 1740mm

150mm 450mm 450mm

weight 9kgs

event umbrella

interchangeable 
graphics

1 year 
warranty





portable display & exhibition
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free

60

straight display wall

width 600mm 1032mm 1200mm 1448mm

2006mm 2260mm 2951mm 3980mm

5034mm 5870mm

height 2260mm

fabric TA123

packaging 310mm 350mm 820mm (2951mm)

weight 14kgs (2951mm)



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free

61

curved display wall

width 2260mm 2951mm 5870mm

height 2260mm

fabric TA123

packaging 310mm 350mm 820mm (2951mm)

weight 14kgs (2951mm)
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free

62

s-shaped display wall

width 2951mm 5870mm

height 2260mm

fabric TA123

packaging 310mm 350mm 820mm (2951mm)

weight 14kgs (2951mm)
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free

63

media logo display wall

width 600mm 1032mm 1200mm 1448mm

2006mm 2260mm 2951mm 3980mm

5034mm 5870mm

height 2260mm

fabric TA123

packaging 310mm 350mm 820mm (2951mm)

weight 14kgs (2951mm)



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

64

tool free

5 year 
warranty

interchangeable 
graphics

pop-up display walls

width 2260mm 2990mm

height 2260mm

depth 350mm

fabric TA418

packaging 390mm 390mm 920mm (2260mm)

weight 14.5kgs (2260mm)
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wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

65

width 600mm

height 970mm

depth 400mm

fabric TA418

packaging 130mm 430mm 630mm

weight 8kgs

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

oval display counter
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product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

66

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 711mm

height 970mm

depth 330mm

fabric TA418

packaging 120mm 360mm 740mm

weight 8kgs

slimline display counter
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

67

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 620mm

height 970mm

depth 620mm

fabric TA418

packaging 120mm 670mm 640mm

weight 11kgs

triangular display counter
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

68

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 500mm

height 900mm

depth 500mm

fabric TA418

packaging 110mm 515mm 1010mm

weight 7.4kgs

square display counter

custom
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

69

interchangeable 
graphics

width 1000mm

height 900mm

depth 500mm

fabric TA418

packaging 110mm 515mm 1010mm

weight 9kgs

rectangular display counter

5 year 
warranty

custom
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wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

70

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 585mm

height 900mm

depth 585mm

fabric TA418

packaging 225mm 225mm 910mm  

45mm 590mm 590mm

weight 7.5kgs

round display counter
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

71

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 700mm

height 970mm

depth 400mm

fabric TA418

packaging 420mm 700mm 980mm

weight 15kgs

case counter 700 display stand
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

72

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 880mm

height 970mm

depth 460mm

fabric TA418

packaging 310mm 470mm 940mm

weight 12kgs

case counter 900 display stand
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

73

width 600mm

height 970mm

depth 400mm

fabric TA418

packaging 130mm 430mm 630mm

weight 8kgs

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

tablet display counter
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

74

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 455mm

height 1300mm

depth 430mm

fabric TA418

packaging 180mm 310mm 820mm

weight 3.5kgs

tablet display stand

single / 
double sided
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wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

75

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 620mm

height 1998mm

depth 620mm

fabric TA418

packaging 140mm 670mm 640mm

weight 16kgs

triangular shelf display counter
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

washable quick setupportable

76

single / 
double sided

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly

width 700mm

height 2260mm

depth 500mm

fabric TA123

packaging 330mm 420mm 820mm

weight 12kgs

waterfall shelving bay

5 year 
warranty
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

77

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

width 850mm

height 2020mm

depth 400mm

fabric TA418

packaging 140mm 430mm 630mm

weight 6kgs

angled bannerstand
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

78

curved bannerstand

width 850mm

height 2020mm

depth 400mm

fabric TA418

packaging 140mm 430mm 630mm

weight 6kgs

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

single / 
double sided
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

79

straight bannerstand

width 850mm

height 2020mm

depth 400mm

fabric TA418

packaging 140mm 430mm 630mm

weight 6kgs

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

single / 
double sided
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

80

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

pull-up bannerstand

width 850mm

height 2010mm

fabric TA260 TA272

packaging 120mm 120mm 900mm

weight 6kgs
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wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

product specificationsfeatures & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

81

interchangeable 
graphics

5 year 
warranty

roll-up bannerstand

width 850mm

height 2010mm

fabric TA260 TA272

packaging 120mm 120mm 900mm

weight 4kgs
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

features & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free

82

square overhead hanging display

width 2400mm 3000mm 3600mm 4500mm

height 600mm 900mm 1200mm

depth 2400mm 3000mm 3600mm 4500mm

fabric TA616

packaging 260mm 290mm 920mm (3000/900mm)

weight 15kgs

product specifications



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

features & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free

83

round overhead hanging display

width 2400mm 3000mm 3600mm 4500mm

height 600mm 900mm 1200mm

depth 2400mm 3000mm 3600mm 4500mm

fabric TA616

packaging 260mm 290mm 920mm (3000/900mm)

weight 13kgs

product specifications



auckland 09 575 6305

tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

features & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free

84

triangular overhead hanging display

width 2400mm 3000mm 3600mm 4500mm

height 600mm 900mm 1200mm

depth 2400mm 3000mm 3600mm 4500mm

fabric TA616

packaging 260mm 290mm 920mm (3000/900mm)

weight 13kgs

product specifications
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tauranga  07 575 6305

wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

features & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

85

custom

interchangeable 
graphics

1 year 
warranty

square display towers

height 1800mm 2260mm 2400mm custom

width 300mm 400mm 500mm 600mm

depth 300mm 400mm 500mm 600mm

fabric TA123 TA418

packaging 200mm 200mm 1750mm

weight 6kgs

product specifications
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wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

features & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

86

triangular display towers

height 1800mm 2260mm 2400mm custom

width 300mm 400mm 500mm 600mm

depth 300mm 400mm 500mm 600mm

fabric TA123 TA418

packaging 200mm 200mm 1750mm

weight 5kgs

product specifications

custom

interchangeable 
graphics

1 year 
warranty
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christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

features & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free

87

round display towers

height 1800mm 2400mm custom

width 600mm

fabric TA418

packaging 200mm 200mm 1750mm

80mm 350mm 650mm

weight 6kgs

product specifications

custom

interchangeable 
graphics

1 year 
warranty
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wellington 04 472 5117

christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz

features & benefits

NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free
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square display arches

height custom

width custom

depth custom

fabric TA123 TA418

packaging 200mm 200mm 1750mm

80mm 350mm 650mm

weight 6kgs

product specifications
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free
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round display arches

height custom

width custom

depth custom

fabric TA123 TA418

packaging 200mm 200mm 1750mm

80mm 350mm 650mm

weight 6kgs

product specifications
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free
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tapered display arches

height custom

width custom

depth custom

fabric TA123 TA418

packaging 200mm 200mm 1750mm

80mm 350mm 650mm

weight 6kgs

product specifications
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

5 year 
warranty

custom

tool free
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volume display arches

height custom

width custom

depth custom

fabric TA123 TA418

packaging 200mm 200mm 1750mm

80mm 350mm 650mm

weight 6kgs

product specifications



custom
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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width 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

height 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

fabric TA123 TA700 TA099 TA260

TA272 TA125

packaging order specific

weight order specific

internal hanging banners

suspended
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

interchangeable 
graphics

eco-friendly single / 
double sided

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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external hanging banners

width 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

height 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

fabric TA717 TA700 TA099

packaging order specific

weight order specific

customsuspended
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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interchangeable 
graphics

custom

width 1200mm 1800mm 2400mm

height 760mm

depth 760mm

fabric TA123

packaging order specific

weight order specific

loose throw tablecloth 
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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interchangeable 
graphics

custom

width 1200mm 1800mm 2400mm

height 760mm

depth 760mm

fabric TA123

packaging order specific

weight order specific

fitted tablecloth
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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interchangeable 
graphics

custom

width 1200mm 1800mm 2400mm

height 760mm

depth 760mm

fabric TA418

packaging order specific

weight order specific

lycra tablecloth
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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interchangeable 
graphics

custom

width 900mm 1200mm 1800mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm

depth 600mm 900mm 1200mm

fabric TA123

packaging order specific

weight order specific

table runner tablecloth
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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interchangeable 
graphics

custom

width 600mm

height 1050mm

fabric TA418

packaging order specific

weight order specific

bar leaner tablecloth
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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mat size 250mm 880mm

image size 210mm 840mm

trip edge 20mm

packaging 75mm 75mm 275mm

weight 0.5kgs

promo bar mats
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MADE
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mat size 600mm 900mm

image size 560mm 860mm

trip edge 20mm

packaging 75mm 75mm 650mm

weight 1kg

promo floor mats
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

eco-friendly

washable quick setupportable

tool free
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promo exhibition mats

mat size 850mm 1000mm

image size 810mm 960mm

trip edge 20mm

packaging 75mm 75mm 900mm

weight 2kgs





retail display
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

washable quick setupportable

custom

104

eco-friendly

curved

interchangeable 
graphics

wall 
mounted 

frame OF418 (80mm) OF408 (28mm)

width 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

height 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

fabric TA123 TA260

packaging order specific

weight order specific

wall mounted silicone edge (SEG) frames

1 year 
warranty
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

washable quick setupportable
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eco-friendly

customcurved

interchangeable 
graphics

free
standing

frame OF418 (80mm)

width 2260mm 2951mm 5870mm custom

height 2260mm custom

fabric TA123 TA260

packaging order specific

weight order specific

free-standing silicone edge (SEG) frames

single / 
double sided

1 year 
warranty



eco-friendly interchangeable 
graphics

suspended

single / 
double sided

1 year 
warranty
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

washable quick setupportable
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custom

frame OF418 (80mm) OF408 (28mm)

width 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

height 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

fabric TA123 TA260

packaging order specific

weight order specific

curved

suspended silicone edge (SEG) frames



1 year 
warranty
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

washable quick setupportable
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custom

eco-friendly

curved

interchangeable 
graphics

wall 
mounted 

illuminated

frame OF418 (80mm)

width 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

height 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

fabric TA111

lighting led

packaging order specific

weight order specific

note
for best illumination keep short edge 2260mm 
or under

wall mounted silicone edge (SEG) lightbox frames
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

washable quick setupportable
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eco-friendly

illuminated

custom

curved

interchangeable 
graphics

free
standing

frame OF418 (80mm)

width 2260mm 2951mm 5870mm custom

height 2260mm custom

fabric TA111 TA260

lighting led

packaging order specific

weight order specific

note
for best illumination keep short edge 2260mm 
or under

free-standing silicone edge (SEG) lightbox frames

single / 
double sided

1 year 
warranty



eco-friendly interchangeable 
graphics

suspended

single / 
double sided

custom 1 year 
warranty

illuminated
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NEW ZEALAND 

MADE

washable quick setupportable
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frame OF418 (80mm)

width 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

height 900mm 1200mm 1500mm 2000mm

2400mm 3000mm custom

fabric TA111 TA260

lighting led

packaging order specific

weight order specific

note
for best illumination keep short edge 2260mm 
or undercurved

suspended silicone edge (SEG) lightbox frames



life of a flag

Longevity - There are many variables which affect and therefore determine how long a flag may last. The expected life will also differ 
across styles of flags. If all due care is taken, a flag can be expected to last many months. However, they have lasted less than three 
months on occasions, having been damaged by severe conditions, or by hitting against a roof or a wall during flying.

A Street Flag, by their nature and design, will have a much shorter life span than any other flag product.

It is advisable to use TA717 or TA700 (heat sealed) for extended life when purchasing a Street Flag or a Custom Flag that may be left 
out 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

TA099 (double sided block out) is ideal for periodic events, indoor and outdoor. TA099 is not suitable for Custom Flags, Street Flags or 
Swing Arm Banners (used outside).

It is important to manage your clients’ expectations of the longevity of their flag. This time frame will vary across the range of flags that 
are available to you.

Fabric Choices - TA700 and TA717 flag fabric will outlast TA065 flags, due to its unique lock-knit construction. TA099 (double sided 
block out) is a better option for events rather than frequent point of sale usage, as long term exposure to Ultra Violet rays (UV) can 
affect the fabric.

TA065 flags are ideal for Cosmic flags and have great durability and the best longevity due to no ‘fly-edge’ (as is apparent on 
WindBlade Flags). TA065 fabric is also suitable for Swing Arm flags (such as for Real Estate Agents) where usage is more occasional.

Ultra Violet - water based dyes are used in the printing process and this means that Ultra Violet (UV) rays affect the flags quicker than 
some other print processes. Some colours will deteriorate quicker than others. UV rays and high winds cause the breakdown of fibres 
in flags, particularly around the extremities and sewn edges. As light does not ‘illuminate’ the back of double sided flags, the impression 
is that UV affects double sided flags quicker. We suggest avoiding solid background colours (such as black) as these are known to fade 
faster than other colours. We are continuing to research improved UV protection on all fabric options - so you can be assured you are 
getting the best option available.

Wind - Prevailing conditions will largely determine the longevity or the life of a flag. A flag that is flown in extreme conditions will not last 
as long as a flag flown in more temperate climates.

Fly Freely - To increase the life of your flag, ensure that it flies freely. It should not be impeded by surrounding structures. It is important 
that it is properly attached to the pole so that it does not wrap itself around it repeatedly. If you wish to maximise its life, bring it in each 
evening and in bad weather. Note, flags are not designed to be secured by all four corners.

Colour Matching - PMS colours are advised should you require colour-matching. While Digital Printing gives you the best chance 
to achieve colour accuracy, it is not always possible to achieve an ‘exact’ match therefore we always recommend an A4 pre-
production proof.

Care - Expect accelerated deterioration of flags used close to coastal conditions.

The life of a flag also depends upon its flying time. A flag that is flown constantly (24 hours per day, seven days a week), cannot be 
expected to last as long as a flag flown during the day and then brought in in the evening or in extreme weather conditions. It must be 
recognised that the flying time of a constantly flying flag is more than doubled, thus its life is considerably reduced.

Print Methods - Both Digitally Printed and Screen Printed methods are available. Pricing is based on the size, quantity and number of 
colours within the artwork. Please contact to us to discuss the best solution for you.

 Screen Print 

• Best for colour penetration

• Better cost where quantity is high and / or solid colours 
are present

• Flag longevity same as digital TA700 (best heat sealed TA700)

• Better UV longevity than digital

 Digital Print

• Ideal for complex images and / or shorter runs

• Can be sampled at little or no cost

• Flag longevity same as screen print (best heat sealed TA700)

• PMS colour matching available

Washing & Care Instructions

• Cold wash with mild detergent

• Do not bleach

• Do not soak

• Do not leave rolled up

• Hang up immediately

• Do not tumble dry

• Do not dry clean



file specifications

Accepted File Types - We only accept PDF, EPS & AI file types. Where possible please save these files from Adobe 
Illustrator. We no longer accept CDR file types. If you are working from CorelDraw please save your artwork file as a PDF. 
Occasionally there can be issues when opening or importing files generated across different platforms or software packages, 
so be aware that if you’re working with other software such as Flexisign or similar there is a small chance errors may arise. 
The most common will be ‘Unknown shading types’ or ‘Nonnative artwork’ which can produce undesired results when being 
read or parsed back into Adobe Illustrator.

Visual Proof - Please supply us with a flattened visual of your artwork. This is used for quality control purposes and allows 
us to visually cross reference this with the artwork you’ve supplied. You can either save your artwork as a JPEG or take a 
screenshot. We cannot proceed without this.

Fonts - We have an extensive font library but we ask that you outline all fonts within your artwork file, if necessary please 
provide the font with the artwork file.

Common Faults - Please ensure your file does not contain any overprints or spot whites.

Templates - Using the correct template is crucial, each one of our templates are uniquely designed to suit its product. 
Carefully read the template title and ensure you have the one that matches the product you are purchasing. Artwork in 
incorrect templates will be returned to you for re-supply. If you are unsure which template to use simply call our friendly sales 
team who will guide you towards the correct one.

Colour Matching - We can only accept PMS numbers for colour matching, please select from the Pantone+ Solid Coated 
or Uncoated colour books. Alternatively if we have supplied you with a fabric colour chart, please select your colours from 
this chart and notify us when submitting your artwork. We cannot use a CMYK mix as the sublimation process alters how 
each colour appears across different substrates. We can accept CMYK mixes selected from our fabric chart only.

Resolution & Image Quality - Please ensure your images are of printable quality. We recommend a minimum of 150dpi 
when at full size and at 10% scale 1000dpi to 1500dpi max. Please embed your imagery into the artwork file, if you believe 
this may severely affect the file handling and cause performance issues then please link the files and supply the links. Final 
production quality will reflect the artwork you have supplied.

File Size - Single files should not exceed 1gb (1024mb). Files still need to be workable, if your machines are struggling 
to process the file there is a good chance ours will too. Some things which can blow out files sizes are inflated image 
resolutions which may need to be down sampled. Hidden layers can also hold data when saving or exporting and should be 
deleted prior to saving. Delete any unnecessary, duplicated or unused imagery from your file. Excessive file size may incur 
additional processing charges.

Fabric Proof - We provide you with a FREE A4 fabric proof of your artwork for you to check, to give a clear indication of 
what to expect from the finished product. The proof gives you the opportunity to check your images, colour selections, text 
and fabric choices before the job is produced and allows for any alterations to be made. In over 90% of the cases where an 
issue was discovered it was found at the A4 proof stage. 

Scale - Please work at full size. If your creative is larger than 5000mm in either width or height, then please work at 
10% scale. Reason being you don’t need a calculator to work out the conversion from full size to 10%.



7yr warranty
all hardware carries a 7-year manufacturers 
 defect warranty.

5yr warranty
all hardware carries a 5-year manufacturers 
 defect warranty.

interchangeable graphics
quick change-out graphic skins allows you to change 
imagery to suit your target audience while building a 
library of graphic skins to use when relevant.

tool free
no tool set-up ensures simplicity without the need for an 
engineer or complicated drawings and fancy tools.

eco-friendly 
dye-sublimation is an eco-friendly process with eco-
friendly fabrics for graphic reproduction. This coupled 
with recyclable hardware provides you with the ultimate 
green solution.

curved
whether for aesthetics or practicality we are able to 
curve this product to suit the required application.

washable
dye-sublimated fabric display graphics are machine 
washable and fade, mildew and wrinkle resistant.

quick setup
the entire system joins intuitively within minutes to 
provide you plenty of spare time before your event.

1yr warranty
all hardware carries a 1-year manufacturers 
 defect warranty.

3yr warranty
all hardware carries a 3-year manufacturers 
 defect warranty.

single / double sided
for maximum flexibility and the best ROI the  dye-
sublimated fabric graphic skins can be printed  single or 
double sided.

portable
lightweight structural hardware with dye-sublimated 
fabric graphic skins ensures transporting your display is 
no fuss with minimal cost.

illuminated
adding maximum impact with fabric specific LED 
 lighting modules ensures un-matched vibrancy through 
illumination with all dye-sublimated graphics.

customise
this product can be modified to suit a particular 
requirement or designed and manufactured to a 
 supplied specification.

free standing
with a range of feet available having this product free 
standing in any application is made easy.

wall mounted
no matter the wall surface, with the correct fixings 
 this can easily be wall mounted to ensure a clutter 
 free environment.

suspended
need to maximize the space above, this is simply 
achieved with a wide range of accessories available and 
a lightweight structure with dye-sublimated graphics.

retrofitted
need to fit into a pre-existing space or structure, this 
product can be retro-fitted to keep cost down and 
guarantee simplicity.

p.o. box 890, 
tauranga, 3140

101 aerodrome road
mount maunganui

auckland    09 575 6305
tauranga   07 575 6305

wellington   04 472 5117 
christchurch   03 377 8116

sales@textilesalive.co.nz
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